In this paper, the geometry-aware GAN, referred to as GAGAN, is proposed to address the issue of face attribute transfer with unpaired data. The source and target images are not aligned and come from different individuals. The key idea is to deform the source image according to the geometry features and generate a high-resolution image with the desired attribute. To address the problem of the unpaired training samples, the CycleGAN architecture is applied to form an attribute adding and removing cycle, where the bilateral mappings between the source and target domains are learned. The geometry flow and occlusion mask are learned by the warping sub-network to capture the geometric variation between the two domains. In the attribute adding process, the spatial transformer network (STN) warps the source face into the desired pose and shape according to the flow, and the transfer sub-network hallucinates new components on the warped image. In the attribute removing process, the recover sub-network and the STN reverts the sample back to the source domain. Experiments on the benchmarks CELEBA and CELEBA-HQ datasets demonstrate the advantages of our method compared to the baselines, in terms of both quantitative and qualitative evaluation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding and manipulating face images has drawn much attention in the field of computer vision and graphics. A large amount of the literature has explored the techniques of face frontalization [1] - [3] , face superresolution [4] , face aging [5] , face animation [6] - [8] , and etc. These methods fall in two schools of methods. The first category of works mainly rely on computer graphics techniques, which obtain the manipulated image by finding the geometric warping between the source and target images, or they reuse sample patches of existing images. The second category of works apply computer vision techniques, such as variational autoencoders (VAEs) [9] and generative adversarial networks (GANs) [10] . Recently, tremendous progress has been made in photorealistic face synthesis, through the use of deep generative models. However, reconstructing the high-resolution face with fewer artifacts while preserving the identity remains a challenge.
The first category of research aims to find geometric relationships between existing face models and target The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yuan Zhuang. face images. Early approaches attempt to use 3D morphable models (3DMMs) to obtain a consistent face reconstruction [3] . A coarse to fine photometric stereo formulation scheme is proposed in [7] , where a 3DMM is fitted to form a personalized template. A real-time face reenactment [6] is achieved by a geometry transform between the source and target images. The mouth interior is retrieved from the target sequence and is warped to produce an accurate fit. Image-based dynamic avatar that generates expressive facial animations with fine-scale details is proposed in [8] . The main idea is to warp and blend the captured images under the guidance of the coarse geometry. Although promising results are demonstrated, the eyes and teeth are treated as billboards to reuse the samples from existing images. Additionally, multiple training images from the same person are required. Some expression synthesis approaches focus on composing patches [11] from existing expression datasets, or adopts the optical flow [2] , [12] to learn the deformation. Recent works of [13] , [14] leverage the facial landmark heatmap to guide the deformation. The fiducial points are used as condition in [13] to guide the facial texture synthesis. In [14] , the generation task of face completion is investigated by learning a facial geometry estimator with a low-rank regularization. VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ FIGURE 1. Overview of the GAGAN, for Smiling transfer. The network follows a cyclic process, which contains attribute adding phase and attribute removing phase. The warping sub-network studies the occlusion mask M and flow . The transfer and recover sub-networks are dual modules and they generate new components. The STN samples the input image according to the flow. The discriminator distinguishes between real and fake, and predicts the domain label. The parameter ⊗ represents elementwise product, and ⊕ represents addition.
Broadly speaking, while these methods can usually obtain realistic images with a high resolution, they suffer from high computational complexity, due to the use of facial landmarks or reference face models. Since these methods cannot hallucinate new pixels, the images are edited via geometric warping or resampling. The other school of research exploits deep generative models. The work of [15] learns a compact, meaningful manifold of facial appearance via autoencoder networks. An identity preserving face synthesis based on GANs is investigated in [16] - [18] , where different identities and attributes are disentangled and recombined to generate new faces. Cycle-consistency loss is investigated in [19] - [21] to address unpaired training images. The data is described unpaired when the sets of data arise from separate individuals. Recent works of [22] - [27] have drawn attention to the conditional generative adversary network (cGAN) to generate faces with specific constraints. The aforementioned techniques maintain the strengths in semantic-level image generation. However, they are highly under constrained, since they generate new pixels from scratch without a reliable guide. As a result, it is hard to gain fine-grained control of the synthesized images.
To address the aforementioned problems, our approach transfers the facial attributes in a geometric-aware way. Based on our former work [28] , we proposed a warping-based GAN, borrowing concepts from both the computer graphics and computer vision perspectives. Taking the advantage of geometry deformation, we render a face with realistic details, and synthesize high fidelity and artifact-free transferred faces. Specifically, we explore face geometry priors to guide the manipulation of the face, as illustrated in FIGURE 1, such as the expression synthesis process. Our approach consists of two stages, warping and generation. In warping sub-network, the expected geometry flow of the source image and the occlusion mask are learned, and the pixels are resampled by the STN. Next, we hallucinate new components on the warped image in the transfer sub-network. Then, the transferred image is reverted back to the source domain to maintain the cycle consistency.
Our work is most related to [13] , [14] , [21] , where the GAN utilizes the geometry information. However, in existing works, the warping is usually in a piece-wise affine style, since the geometry is captured by a collection of fiducial points. In contrast to these works, the proposed GAGAN approach learns the nonlinear face geometry variations, since we do not rely on any facial landmark annotations. We detect the deformation of each pixel to model any warping style. The local appearance of the image is preserved due to warping process, and the new objects are synthesized due to transferring process. The main contributions of our approach are summarized as follows.
• We propose an end-to-end geometry-aware GAN (GAGAN), which learns a dual generator to perform unpaired image-to-image translation for different domains. One generator is used to translate the source image to the target domain, and the other is to recover the transferred image back to the original domain.
• We designed the warping sub-network to control the geometry of the generated images. It can be easily incorporated into and improve any existing GANs. The deformation field is detected to tell how to deformation and the occlusion mask is selected to highlight where to warp. They are fed as input to the STN to warp the image to desired form.
• The transfer sub-network adds desired attribute by hallucinating new components, and the recover sub-network removes certain attribute.
• The GAGAN requires few annotation data, without any landmark heatmap or reference face model. The geometry flow is studied at the semantic level, capturing the differences in the source and target images.
• Extensive experiments on the facial databases CelebA and CelebA-HQ demonstrate that the proposed method can synthesize photorealistic facial images that maintain the desired facial attributes. Moreover, the high resolution results are obtained without re-training on the CelebA-HQ dataset.
II. RELATED WORK A. GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORK
Image generation is one of the fundamental interests in computer vision and machine learning. Currently, the most promising deep generative models are autoregressive models [29] , variational autoencoders (VAEs) [9] and generative adversarial networks (GANs) [10] . The generator and discriminator in GAN play the mini-max adversarial game. The generator tries to produce realistic outputs, while the discriminator distinguishes between the real and fake images. Many modified architectures of GAN have been proposed to tackle different tasks. For instance, the deep convolutional GAN (DCGAN) [30] introduces convolutional architecture into GAN. To improve the resolution of the output image, the work of [31] utilizes the Laplacian pyramid in the adversarial network. The BigGANs [32] train networks on a large scale and synthesize high-fidelity natural images from complex datasets such as the ImageNet dataset. Some distance measurements have been proposed to improve the training stability of GANs. The Wasserstein distance is adopted in the Wasserstein GAN [33] to measure the similarity of the distributions of real and fake images. The spectral normalization GAN is proposed in [34] to stabilize the training of the discriminator. Recently, the LSGAN [35] is proposed to overcome the vanishing gradient problem via the least square distance. We utilize LSGAN in our model to produce photorealistic images.
B. IMAGE-TO-IMAGE TRANSLATION
Image-to-image translation aims to learn a mapping function to transform images in the source domain to have a similar appearance to images in the target domain. It learns the joint distribution of images in different domains by using the images from the marginal distributions in the individual domains. Existing work [20] provides a general-purpose solution by leveraging the conditional adversarial networks, which learns a loss function to train the mappings. The coupled GANs (CoGAN) [36] trains a tuple of GANs, with shared weights on the first few layers of networks, in each domain. Therefore, the images in different domains share the same high-level abstraction but have different low-level realizations. The work of [37] proposes an unsupervised translation networks based on CoGAN, by making a shared-latent space assumption. Recent work has shown that GAN combined with cycle-consistency constraints are surprisingly effective at mapping images between domains, even for unaligned image pairs [19] . The underlying relationship between the domains is learned at the level of the image collection. The augmented CycleGAN [38] learns many-tomany mappings between domains, where each domain is augmented with auxiliary latent variables. Competitive results are achieved for mapping between face attributes.
C. FACE IMAGE SYNTHESIS
Existing generative models have produced impressive results in generating realistic images, with a large percentage featuring people-centric content. Full manipulation of face appearance, attribute transferal, face frontalization or synthetic make-up, are becoming popular. Some of the literature relates to VAEs [9] . The problem of generating images from visual attributes is investigated in [25] , where a conditional variational autoencoder is learned end-to-end. To alleviate the problem of blurring artifacts, an architecture using introspective variational autoencoders is proposed in [39] . This model can self-estimate the differences between generated and real images without a discriminator.
Other generative models make use of GAN for face synthesis. A novel approach using an in-painting network is introduced in [40] to produce photorealistic results for closed-to-open eye in-painting. The problem of photorealistic frontal view synthesis problem is investigated in [1] , where a two-pathway GAN is utilized to simultaneously perceive the global structure and local details. A style transfer task is explored in [41] , and it manipulates the makeup of a portrait photo under the guidance of a reference photo. The framework relies on cycle-consistent GANs, and involves two asymmetric functions for style transfer and removal. To address the problem of training stability and sampling diversity, the PGGAN [42] is developed to improve the resolution of the generated face images. The key idea is to grow symmetric generators and discriminators progressively.
In this paper, we address the challenge of face attribute transfer by incorporating GAN. The attributes include gender, age, expression, and bangs, etc. A generative attribute controller is demonstrated in [24] , which is an extension of the conditional GAN that incorporates a filtering architecture. An information-theoretic extension to the GAN, namely, infoGAN is proposed in [43] . The model explicitly disentangles the attributes and is able to discover highly semantic and meaningful hidden representations. The works of [23] , [44] , [45] encode the attributes in the latent space in a disentangled manner. The image is manipulated by exchanging certain parts of their encodings. The problem of identity-preserving synthesis is raised in [16] - [18] . In [17] , a feed-forward transform network is trained with identity-aware loss and attribute loss, and the visual quality is improved by the face enhancement network. Promising results of image-to-image translation are achieved by Star-GAN [27] , which is a unified model architecture among multiple domains.
D. IMAGE WARPING
The technique of geometric deformation is applied to existing works to obtain reliable results in image classification, co-localization, spatial attention, and image generation, etc. STN [46] enables networks to learn invariance to translation, scale, rotation and more generic warping. The architecture of the spatial transformer module consists of localization network, grid generator, and differentiable image sampling. Recent works learn the image warping function based on STN. A CNN based deformable registration is proposed in [47] , where the moving image is warped into the fixed image via spatial transformer and resampler. Similarly, a deformable image registration model is proposed in [48] , and a spatial transform layer is used to reconstruct the image while imposing smoothness constraints on the registration field. Additionally, the STN is applied to 3D morphable models [49] to interpret and normalize the 3D pose changes and self-occlusions.
Better results in image or video synthesis are produced by applying geometric warping. The work [50] proposed the deforming autoencoders to disentangle the shape and appearance in an unsupervised manner. It models image generation through appearance synthesis in a canonical coordinate system and spatial deformation that warps the texture to the observed image coordinates. It can be applied to expression morphing in humans, hands, and digits. The work [51] detects the image warping applied to human faces, and performs well in the task of recognizing manipulated images. A novel videoto-video synthesis approach under the generative adversarial learning framework is proposed in [52] . The generation of the estimated next frame is formulated with the warped pixels from the current frame, or the hallucinated new pixels. The problem of real-time facial animation utilizing dynamic 3D avatars is addressed in [8] . The novel views of the avatar are generated by warping and blending captured images. In the task of expression editing, the works [12] , [53] adopt the expression flow map to transfer an expression by image warping. The expression flow in [53] is computed by projecting the difference of a pair of 3D shapes with different expressions back to 2D. Existing works [54] - [56] detect the motion in the task of event analysis using semantic saliency. Most of the existing works disentangle shape and appearance separately, and use facial landmarks or action units to guide the geometric warping.
III. PROPOSED GAGAN WITH IMAGE DEFORMATION A. SYSTEM MODEL FOR ATTRIBUTE TRANSFER
The task of image translation is to find the mapping from the source domain X to the target domain Y . In the case of face images, the two domains are different in the following attributes: pose, expression, gender, and age, etc. As illustrated in FIGURE 1, we attempt to transfer the attribute of Smiling from the target image y a ∈ Y to the source image x ∈ X . The source image and target image are unpaired since they are images of different people. We aim to obtain the transferred image x a that preserves the identity of x and the attribute of y a . To address unpaired training samples, the CycleGAN architecture is taken into consideration.
The task of facial attribute transfer is conducted by learning and imitating muscle movement, as well as synthesizing new objects. The proposed GAGAN follows a cyclic process, adding and removing attribute. The overview of our network architecture contains five modules. The warping sub-network and STN conduct the muscle movements and the transfer sub-network hallucinates new objects. The recover sub-network is in reverse and it removes the hallucinated objects. The discriminator competes with the generator and classifies different domains.
B. THE WARPING SUB-NETWORK AND SPATIAL TRANSFORMER NETWORK
The process of adding attribute maps the image x in the source domain to the transferred image x a in the target domain. The architecture of the warping sub-network and STN is shown in FIGURE 2. These two modules account for the alignment of source and target images, in which the source image is warped to desired form. Given a face image x without a certain attribute and a face image y a of another identity that holds a certain attribute, the warping sub-network W learns the geometry flow and occlusion mask M . This can be represented as ( , M ) = W (x, y a ). The details are described below.
• represents the inferred flow of each pixel in the source image x. It tells how to deform the face image since it is an offset field of three channels. It is obtained by learning the geometric difference of the spatial distribution between domains.
• M is the occlusion mask with continuous values in the range of [0,1]. Note that our occlusion mask is soft rather than binary to better blend the image. It tells where to deform since the positions that are expected to be deformed are selected. The STN warps the source image x according to the geometry flow and occlusion mask M learned by the warping sub-network. It samples the pixels in x under the guidance of flow . The resampled image is denoted as (x), and each pixel is shifted. Therefore, the coordinates of x is deformed and the pixel in x falls in sub-pixel location in (x). The original pixel location p ∈ x corresponds to the shifted subpixel location p ∈ (x), which is obtained by linear interpolation of neighboring pixels of a regular grid. The pixel value at position p in image (x) is formulated as
where (p ) represents the eight neighboring pixels of p , and (x)(q) is the pixel value in the neighborhood q. Assuming that m, n ∈ Z are the horizontal and vertical coordinates, p m , q m are the pixel position of horizontal components, and p n , q n are the positions of vertical components. Since the operations are differentiable almost everywhere, we use back propagation in the optimization process. Formulation (1) is differentiable almost everywhere. Backpropagation is used in the optimization process. The partial derivative of the input image is as follows.
The partial derivative for the sampling grid coordinates is as expressed in (3), and the derivatives with respect to p n are similar.
The warped image x w is obtained by blending the source image x and the resampled image (x). We use the occlusion mask M to select the positions to be modified,
where ⊗ is the elementwise product. It is interpreted that we warp the pixels selected by the mask M under the guidance of the flow, and the irrelevant pixels are occluded by the mask and remain as in the original image. As in FIGURE 2, in the case of transferring the Smiling attribute, the cheek and mouth are deformed to the desired positions in the warped image x w , since the lower part of the mask is highlighted. Note that x w is a pixel displacement of the source image x, without new objects.
The process of removing attribute plays a dual role. It maps x a to the source domain and the recovered image is denoted as x . The mapping is achieved by the recover sub-network and STN. We feed the output of the recover sub-network, denoted as x w , to the STN. The recovered image x is obtained by warping x w back to the source domain, according to flow learned before. Incorporating M , the blending process is represented as
where −1 represents shifting the pixels in the inverse direction of . The recovered image x is supposed to be the same as x. Given a new pair of input images, we can quickly compute the flow by directly evaluating the deformation function using the learned parameters. Different from the localization network [46] , our approach is able to support an arbitrary kind of deformation, other than the affine transformation.
C. TRANSFER AND RECOVER SUB-NETWORKS
The task of the transfer sub-network G 1 is to add the desired attribute to the warped image. The transferred image x a = G 1 (x w , y a ) is supposed to be indistinguishable from the target domain. Here, the latter input y a is a condition, and the output is expected to have the same attribute as y a . The sub-network G 1 hallucinates new pixels for refinement and it performs as a complement to synthesize the desired attribute. Specifically, it learns the appearance residuals between the target domain image and the warped image x w . Then x w is added to the residuals by a skip connection, yielding x a . The transfer sub-network G 1 could generate new objects, such as the teeth and mouth interior in different facial expressions, a mustache, or new hair styles; or edit the color or lighting conditions of the image. The attribute is removed by the recover sub-network G 2 , thus we obtain the attribute removed image x w = G 2 (x a , x). Here, the latter input x is a condition to guide the output to have the same attribute as x. Analogous to G 1 , the recover sub-network G 2 learns the difference between x a and x, and x a is added to the residuals by the skip connection. The output x w is further fed into the STN, as explained in section III-B. The network architecture of G 1 and G 2 share the same architecture, and we facilitate residual learning. The transfer and recover modules learn the residual images that account for the changes. The residual learning reduces the dimension of the output space of the generator, and only a portion of pixels need to be modified, so that the face ID and background information are preserved. This trick stables the training process and speeds up the convergence. The network adopts the U-Net architecture, and the intermediate layers are connected by skip connections. Therefore, the feature fusion in different scales is achieved.
Since our approach utilizes the geometry information, large portion of the output pixels are sampled from the source image. Therefore, the transferred image x a could be more natural than generating from scratch. The cyclic architecture learns the dual transformations between domains, and this architecture enables mapping between unpaired images.
D. LOSS FUNCTION 1) CYCLE-CONSISTENCY LOSS
The transfer and recover modules G 1 and G 2 , and the STN construct a full mapping cycle between the source and target domains. The recovered image x should be the same as the source image x. For brevity, we denote the integrated process of warping and transfer as T 1 , and the inverse integrated process of recover and inverse warping as T 2 . Likewise, if we feed the target image y a and the source image x to the recover network G 2 to remove the attribute, and we denote the image with the attribute removed as y. Then we feed y into the transfer sub-network G 1 , and the output image should be consistent with y a . We introduce the cycle-consistency loss L cyc to maintain the identity of the person after the attribute transfer, which is formulated as
where x a = T 1 (x, y a ), and y = G 2 (y a , x). The first term represents that we recover the transferred image x a to the source domain, and the output should be the same as the source image x. Similarly, the second term represents that we transfer the attribute removed image y to the target domain, and the output should be the same as target image y a .
2) ADVERSARIAL LOSS
The generator and discriminator play a game with each other in terms of adversarial loss. In this work, G 1 , G 2 and W are trained to produce generated images. Therefore, they are seen as generators. Here, we adopt the LSGAN [35] to avoid the vanishing gradient problem. We use label 1 as the real data, and label 0 for the generated image. The discriminator D attempts to distinguish between the real and fake images, while the generators G 1 , G 2 and W try to confuse the discriminator. The adversarial loss L d_adv for the LSGAN discriminator can be defined as (7) where x r denotes the real images, which are sampled from x and y a . Likewise, x f denotes the transferred and recovered images, and they are sampled from x a and x . Simultaneously, the adversarial loss L g_adv for the generator is defined as
3) DOMAIN CLASSIFICATION LOSS
Inspired by [27] , our discriminator D contains an auxiliary classifier. The last softmax layer of D predicts the domain labels of the output image. The domain classification loss of the real images is imposed to optimize D, defined as
where the term D cls (X |x) and D cls (Y |y a ) refer to the inferred probability distribution over the domain labels X and Y of the input images x and y a . Meanwhile, the transferred image x a is expected to be properly classified to the target domain Y , and the recovered image x is expected to be classified to the source domain X . Hence, the classification loss for the fake images is defined as
4) WARPING LOSS
To enhance the smoothness of the warping, we apply a diffusion regularization L w on the spatial gradients of the geometry flow , which is formulated as
In summary, the final full objective is a weighted sum of all the losses mentioned above:
where λ cls , λ cyc and λ w are the hyper-parameters that balance the different losses.
E. COMPARED TO BASELINE MODEL GEOGAN
The comparison of the framework of the baseline GeoGAN [21] and the proposed GAGAN is illustrated in FIGURE 3 . The role of flow net in the baseline is similar to the warping sub-net in our model, which learns the deformation field . However, the bilinear sampler in [21] warps y a to fit x, and the STN in our model warps x to fit y a . The blended image x * a in GeoGAN copies the attribute from the warped image y a and is fed into the refinement net to tune the skin color or lighting. In the proposed model, the blended image x w as well as the target image y a are fed into the transfer sub-net, which hallucinates new components to add the target attribute. Additionally, no warping process is needed in attribute removal module in [21] . But in GAGAN, the recover sub-net is followed by the STN to warp the image to the original pose or expression.
The fundamental differences between GAGAN and [21] are below.
• The baseline is at instance level and offers good performance only in the local facial attributes transfer task, such as eyeglasses, mustache, and goatee. It copies the attributes from the reference images. However, the GAGAN is at semantic level and can apply to both local and global attributes. It can synthesize different styles of attribute from the reference images.
• The subject of warping is different. In the baseline, the target image is warped to fit the source image. In the attribute removal module, no warping is conducted since the output and input images are of the same pose and expression. Differently, in the GAGAN, warping is introduced in both attribute adding and removing phases. The source image is warped to align with target image.
• The baseline model facilitates the landmark to define the geometry, and a landmark loss is defined. GAGAN is more concise, without the use of the landmark. The offsets of the pixels are learned to represent the non-rigid deformation.
• The baseline model trains the attribute removal net separately from the flow sub-network and refinement subnetwork. However, the whole network is trained end-toend in GAGAN.
IV. TRAINING
The discriminator D and the generators G 1 , G 2 and W are updated alternatively. We use the PatchGAN [19] discriminator architecture for D. The sub-network shares similar architectures for G 1 , G 2 and W . The U-Net architecture with residual blocks in the bottleneck is employed for better visual results, since both the lower and higher features are considered. Specifically, there are three convolutional layers for down sampling, three residual layers, and three deconvolutional layers for up sampling. The ith layer is connected with the (N − i)th layer by skip connections, where N is the total number of layers. The details of the network design are described in the Appendix A.
The input image values are normalized to [−1,1], and the batch size is 16. The ADAM [57] optimizer is adopted, with the learning rate set to be 2 × 10 −5 , β 1 = 0.5 and β 2 = 0.99. The hyper parameters are set to be λ cls = 0.1, λ w = 0.1 and λ cyc = 1. The generator is updated once, alternatively after the discriminator is updated five times. We train our model for 5 epochs in the CelebA dataset [58] on a Nvidia Titan X GPU. Training takes 5 hours for each attribute.
The CelebFace Attributes (CelebA) [58] is a large-scale face attribute dataset with 202,599 number of celebrity images, each with 40 attribute annotations. We crop the initial 178 × 218 size image to 178 × 178 and resize them to 128 × 128. We randomly select 2000 images for testing, and the remaining images form the training set. The attributes Male, Blond hair, Smiling and Bangs are considered.
2) CelebA-HQ
The high-quality version of the CelebA dataset [42] consists of 30000 face images at a resolution of 1024 × 1024. We use this dataset only in the testing process, and the attributes Male, Blond hair, Smiling and Bangs are considered.
B. BASELINE MODELS
We choose the state-of-the-art face attribute manipulation methods StarGAN [27] , GeneGAN [44] , ELEGANT [45] and GeoGAN [21] as our baseline models.
StarGAN is a scalable generative adversarial approach that can perform image-to-image translations for multiple domains using only a single model. The unified model architecture of allows simultaneous training of multiple datasets with a single network.
GeneGAN learns disentangled attributes subspaces from weakly labeled data using adversarial training. The conditional generative model performs the object transfiguration task, and it allows instance-level control of the generated image.
ELEGANT learns instance-level face attribute transfer by exchanging a certain part of the encoders in the latent space. [27] , GeneGAN [44] , ELEGANT [45] , geoGAN [21] and our GAGAN.
This approach enables the transfer of multiple face attributes simultaneously.
GeoGAN learns the geometry-aware flow to model the transformation between instance-level facial attributes. The facial landmarks are leveraged as geometry guidance.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE CELEBA DATASET
We trained the baseline methods and the proposed GAGAN for multiple times for each attribute. Dealing with the attributes Smiling and Male, the face is manipulated globally, since multiple areas on the face are modified when changing the expression and gender. In contrast, the transfer of the attributes Bangs or Blond Hair requires only the edits of local facial components and only part of the face is manipulated. The proposed GAGAN takes 0.37s on average to manipulate a image in celebA data set.
1) QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
We illustrate the attribute transfer results of our model as well as the baseline models in FIGURE 4. Specifically, each row represents the results for one attribute. The method StarGAN [27] conducts the attribute transfer on the semantic level, whereas other baseline methods, GeneGAN [44] , ELEGANT [45] and GeoGAN [21] perform the transfer on the instance level. It can be observed that our model provides a higher visual quality than the baselines in terms of reality and accuracy. In terms of reality, the results of the proposed method are visually more pleasant. The results of [27] are sometimes blurred, since the transferred image is produced from scratch. The results of [44] and [45] are sometimes unnatural. For example, for attribute Male, the method of [44] cannot preserve the facial identity. It can be interpreted that the method manipulates the attributes on the instance level, and produces a fusion of the source and target faces. The method of [21] is good at local attribute transfer, but is not feasible for global manipulation. The generated male images remain similar to the original female images, except for adding the mustache locally. In terms of accuracy, our approach is superior to the baselines for mapping the image to the desired domain. For example, when manipulating the Smiling attribute, the baselines sometimes do not generate a smiling face.
More results of the proposed GAGAN are illustrated in FIGURE 5 and Appendix B, for the attributes Blond Hair, Bangs, Smiling and Male, respectively. The transferred images are visually pleasant, and have the expected attributes. The transferred images remain the same as the source image in irrelevant facial areas by taking the advantage of the occlusion mask. Benefitting from the deformation and transfer, the results are natural when editing the expected components. For example, in terms of the Male attribute, we preserved the identity well and generated masculine objects. For the Bangs attribute, the hallucinated bangs match the hair well in terms of color and position.
The incorporation of warping subnetwork and STN preserves the local appearance and achieves natural output images. We visualize the warping output of different attribute transfer tasks in FIGURE 6. It can be observed that for the attribute Bangs, the warped image add some shadow to the forehead. However, the warping process does nothing for changing the color of the hair for attribute Blond Hair. For Smiling attribute, the warping process moves the muscle in the area of cheek and mouth. In the task of changing female to male, the warping process manipulates the shape of the squat, and removes the makeup such as lipstick and eye shadow. Thus, the warping subnetwork and STN mainly deform the shape, and the cascaded transfer process manipulates the appearance by changing color or hallucinating new pixels. Furthermore, the warping process can be incorporated to other GAN based tasks to improve the synthesizing quality.
2) QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
We adopt the measurements Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [59] , multi-scale structural similarity (MS-SSIM) [60] , attribute classification accuracy, and Inception Score (IS) [61] to evaluate the quality of the attribute transferred images. The results are listed in TABLE 1. Specifically, the FID captures the similarity of the generated images to real ones, and a lower score is better. For each attribute, we evaluate 1000 pairs of the generated and real images for each method. The MS-SSIM measures the similarity among the generated images, and a lower number is preferred. It is obtained by averaging between 1000 pairs of generated images. This metirc finds that the large-scale mode collapses reliably, but it does not assess image quality in terms of similarity to the training set. The classification accuracy of the attributes represents the reality of the images. For example, when the attribute Smiling is added to the source images, the transferred images are preferred to be classified into Smiling. A higher accuracy indicates the success of the transfer. We fine-tuned the ResNet-18 model to obtain classifiers for each attribute, and the accuracy is above 95% on the real images of CelebA dataset. The attribute transferred images are fed into the trained classifiers. The metric of IS measures the quality and diversity of the generated images, and a higher score is better. Our GAGAN outperforms the baselines, which means it can generate many different distinct images.
Note that for attribute Bangs, the classification accuracy of the proposed method (80.31%) is inferior to that of the ELEGANT [45] (87.88%), but the FID and MS-SSIM are better. This is because ELEGANT [45] uses an instance level approach. Reference [45] copies the bangs of the target image directly to the source image, regardless of the pose of the face, which may lead to an unnatural image. For attribute Male, the classification accuracy is superior to that of the counterparts, but the performance in other metrics is not the best. It can be observed from FIGURE 4 that GeoGAN [21] performs poorly in global attributes transfer, since the results are very close to the source images. It achieves a low FID score since the metric measures the difference from the training images. In summary, GAGAN is able to produce images that are closer to the real images than the counterparts, and the transferred images hold the desired attributes.
3) ABLATION STUDY
To evaluate the contribution of each module of our approach, we consider three variants of our model in the ablation study: our full model, our model without warping, and our model without hallucinating. The second variant refers to eliminating the STN and warping sub-network W . The third variant refers to the model without the transfer and recover sub-networks G 1 and G 2 , only preserving the warping process. FIGURE 7 provides examples of the variants, with respect to different attributes.
The warping process efficiently deforms the face to the desired form. Eliminating the warping sub-network W and STN, the images are mapped directly from the source to the target domain, and the pixels in the transferred images are not sampled from the source image. In this case, the transferred image becomes blurred and unfaithful in some areas, since the pixels do not coincide with the original ones. For example, when manipulating the hair (color or style), the results without warping becomes unclear in the eye area. Benefiting from the occlusion mask, our full model remains the same as the original image in an irrelevant area, and the changes occur in the desired area. In our method, the jaw and cheek become less rounded when transferred to Male. The transfer process hallucinates new objects to refine the result. Without the transfer sub-network G 1 and recover sub-network G 2 , the differences of the transferred images from the source ones are limited, since the model cannot generate new components. For example, it cannot cope with the inner mouth area, or synthesize the mustache on the male face.
The quantitative evaluation results of the ablation study in terms of the FID, MS-SSIM measures, the attribute classification accuracy and IS are listed in TABLE 2. A significant performance gain is obtained in our full model compared with the ablation variants. This shows that both the processes of warping and transfer contribute to more realism and better accuracy.
4) ANALYSIS FAILURE CASES
The proposed GAGAN is ineffective in the cases of sever pose such as side face, occlusion, and small training samples. Some of the failure cases are shown in FIGURE 8. For example, when adding the attribute Bangs, the proposed approach does not work on bald head and side faces. This is because the number of bald head samples are small in the CelebA dataset, and the side faces of source images and the front faces of target images suffer from sever pose discrepancy. In terms of the attribute Blond Hair, the transfer results of Asian faces are not good, since most of the samples in CelebA dataset are white people. Side faces and occlusions (micro phone, hands, etc.) also influence the performance of transferring the expression and gender.
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE CELEBA-HQ DATASET
Similar to the work in [21] , our model is able to produce high-resolution results using the CelebA-HQ images.
The geometry flow is invariant with different resolutions; therefore, we can train at low resolution scale and test at high resolution by up sampling. For fare comparison with [21] , we follow the same experimental settings. Specifically, we train the network at scale 256 × 256 and use CelebA-HQ dataset of size 1024×1024 for testing. In the test phase, the geometry flow and occlusion mask are up sampled to the original scale to warp the high-resolution images. Then, the residual produced by the transfer sub-network is up sampled and added to the warped image, yielding the transferred image with the desired attributes. We only compare the results with [21] in terms of high-resolution face attribute transfer, since other baseline methods require retraining at a high resolution and suffer from high complexity. It takes 8.52s on average to manipulate an image in the test phase for GAGAN.
1) QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
The results of the transferred images of the baseline GeoGAN and the proposed method, as well as the original source images, are illustrated in FIGURE 9. It can be observed that the results of GeoGAN [21] are not visually pleasant. In the case of editing the hair style (bangs or color), the added new components do not match the original ones. It may not be feasible to copy and paste the bangs from the target to the source image at the instance level. Additionally, in terms of the Male and Smiling attributes, the baseline model does not add the attributes properly. The transferred results are different from the source image in just a few parts, instead of manipulating the image globally. Distinct from the baseline model results, our results are realistic and accurate. More high-resolution results of the proposed approach are shown in FIGURE 10, where different attribute transfer results of size 1024 × 1024 are shown.
2) QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
The quantitative evaluations of the high resolution results are listed in TABLE 3, in terms of FID, MS-SSIM, and attribute classification accuracy. The GAGAN achieves better classification accuracy in most of the case, which is coincide with the qualitative results. The baseline performs slightly better in terms of FID, MS-SSIM, and IS, especially for local attributes Bangs and Blond Hair. One of the reason may be that the GeoGAN does not manipulate the image in a great extent, and the transferred image remains similar to the source image. The limitation of not retraining a network is that the hallucination is processed in low resolution, and the modification is not clear after upsampling. We will improve the high resolution results in the future.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented the GAGAN for face attribute transfer with unpaired input images. Through carefully designed warping, transfer, recover, STN and discriminator modules, we can synthesize photorealistic images with the target attributes. To address unpaired images, the framework facilitates a cyclic architecture, including the attribute adding process and attribute removing process. In the attribute adding process, after learning the geometry flow and occlusion mask between the source and target domains, we can warp the source image into the desired pose, by incorporating the STN. The transfer module hallucinates new components on the warped image to refine the result. In the attribute removing process, the transferred image is mapped back to the original domain. Distinct from prior approaches that directly generate images from scratch, our approach generates new objects with reliable spatial information guides, and the images remain the same as the source image in irrelevant spatial areas. Additionally, our approach can be extended to high resolution attribute transfer without retraining a high-resolution model. The experiments demonstrate that our results are visually pleasant, and are superior to those of the baselines, in terms of objective metrics such as FID, MS-SSIM, attribute classification accuracy and IS. In the future, it is worth exploring a unified model to manipulate multiple attributes simultaneously and to further improve the high-resolution image generation results. In terms of video generation, we can also driven one's face with another face, based on the learned geometry flow between frames. The deformation of target face can be transferred to the source face.
APPENDIX

A. ADDITIONAL IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The proposed GAGAN consists of warping sub-network, transfer sub-network, recover sub-network, STN and discriminator. The whole network is trained end-to-end. As can be observed, we feed the source and target images into the network, therefore the warping sub-network learns the geometry information. The STN resamples the input images according to and M in order to change the spatial position of the pixels. The transfer sub-network and the recover sub-network map the input image into another domain. The discriminator predicts the domain label and faithfulness of the input image.
1) TRANSFER SUB-NETWORK
The architecture of the transfer sub-network is shown in Fig. 11 . Similarly, we adopt the U-Net architecture and the details of the residual blocks are shown at right. The network learns the residual between the target image y a and the warped image x w , and it produces the transferred image x a . The process of tanh normalizes the output image in the range of [-1,1]. The recover sub-network shares the same architecture, and the only differences are the input and output images.
2) WARPING SUB-NETWORK
The architecture of the warping sub-network is illustrated in Fig. 12 . Given the source image x and target image y a , the warping sub-network aims at studying the geometry flow and occlusion mask M . Specifically, the image x and y a are fed into 3 stride-2 convolutional layers, followed by instance normalization and ReLU activation. The features from both images at each layer are concatenated correspondingly. Then, we process the features by 3 residual blocks, whose architecture is shown at right. Next, 3 strid-2 deconvolution layers up-sample the feature maps to the original scale, and the skip connections are used to concatenate features of different levels. The output flow is the offset field of each pixel, and the mask is obtained by sigmoid function.
3) STN
The STN first moves each pixel in image x by flow , which yields the image (x). Then, the warped image x w is obtained by blending (x) and x with the aid of mask M .
B. ADDITIONAL CELEBA RESULTS
More attribute transfer results on CelebA dataset are shown in FIGURE 13, 14, 15, and 16 , for attribute Blond Hair, Bangs, Smiling and Male, respectively. For each attribute, we randomly show 24 pairs of images, including source and transferred images.
